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ABSTRACT

T-products method is used for the investigation of equilibrium thermo-

dynaiMic properties of Frohlich's model in polaron theory. Polaron free energy

at f ini te temperatures is calculated on the "basis of Bogolubov's variational

principle. A t r i a l function is chosen in the most general form corresponding

to arbitrary number of oscil lators harmonically" interacting with electron.

The upper bound to the polaron ground state energy in limiting case of weals:

interaction and low temperatures is obtained and investigated in deta i l . I t

is shown that the result becomes more exact by increasing the number of

osci l la tors .
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I. Introduction

We will consider the equilibrium thermodynamic proper-

ties of polaron which is an electron coupled with polariza-

tion oscillations of a polar crystal. AB a result of inter-

action the e" otron polarizes the lattice in its neighbor-

hood. Furthermore, the interaction changes the electronic

spectrum. When the electron moves through the lattice the

polarization state also \ioves with electron and the elec-

tron behaves as a quasiparticle with renor;naliz.ed ener-

gy, mass and otnt. parameters. The calculation of these pa-

rameters is of primary interest in polaron problem.

Apart from its physical importance the polaron problem

is interesting also from the mathematics] point of view

giving one of the simplest nontrivia] examples of a particle

interacting with boson field both in statistical mechanics

and in field theory.

The polaron problem gives rise to theoretical interest

during a long enough period £l - 5] - Various theoretical

techniques have been developed for its consideration C.2, 6 -

18] . The path integral method proposed by Peynman [5, 3]

is one of the most powerful approaches. In spite of its te-

dious mathematical formulation this method is capatoe of yielding

both the strong and weak coupling limits, oilers a straightfor-

ward way of finding the intermediate coupling behavior [2, 6,

15, 16] and gives very good upper bound to the polaron free

energy [ll, Ij] , ground state energy [9, 12, lS\ and effec-

tive mass for arbitrary values of coupling constant.

A few /ears ago N.N.Bogolubov and N.N.Bogolubov, jr. [l4j

have proposed the new method in equilibrium polaron theory

valid for arbitrary temperatures ?n.-j coupling constants.

This method is based on the use o± chronological T-products

formalism to eliminate the phonon degrees of freedom and to

calculate the thermodynamic averages. T-producta formalism

makes it possible to Justify the main ideas of path integral

method on a simple and mathematically rigorous level. An exactly



solvable linear '•Iami ltonian was used to obtain a variational

upper bound to the polaron free energy for arbitrary temper-

atures and coupling constants \lA\ • In the first approxi-

mation when we do not take into account the dispersion of

phonons, so that CO^ = W for all wave vectors in linear

polaron model, the T-product method gives the same ground

state energy as obtained in the path integral formalism £9].

The T-products mĉ V'.'d is •;1i.î  v-ry useful in the po-

laron perturbation theory at finite temperatures £l6] and In

the problems of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics £l9] .

The purpose of this paper is tc extend the method of

T-products in equilibrium statistical mechanics of polaron

proposed by 1-I.N . Bogolubov and N." .Bogolubov , Jr. We try

here to civs an answer to the question of whether other trial func-

tional.1:- other than that used in [lit] can improve the results for

free and ground state energies? For this purpose we use the

most general form of trial functional. This functional cor-

responds to an electron harmonically interacting with trial

oscillators. The polaron free energy at finite temperatu-

res is calculated in section 5. The upper bound to the ground

state energy for the limiting case of low temperature

and weak interaction is considered in section 6.

2. Method of T-products

Taking into account the ordinary assumptions about the

structure of lattice and electron-phonon interaction we

describe the polaron by Prb'hlich's Haaiiltonian [l]

b* + + -i.lt •'r ik-~r

where

He set (n = ti = W --- I throughout so that

The free energy of a system 1s given by

where

2 = -fH

i s par t i t ion function. The method of T-products makes it possible

|J4j to eliminate the Bose-operatora of phonon subsystem en-
tering the Prbhlich'a Hamiltonian. As a result we have the
following expression for free energy:

F= (i)

where

is the free energy of free phonon field,

is the free energy of free electron.

teraction we have fJHj :
For free energy of in-

it) Because the electron motion is unbound and the spectrum

of free electron's Hamiltonian I z ia continuous we use here

the oscillator Hamiltonian F A " X + ^3- for the sake of mn-

thematical correctness. After the calculation of free energy

will be finished we will take the limit B -*• 0 \l4̂ ] .
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where <C.p •'^p denotes the statistical Average with Hamil-

ton! an C and functional *4? is given by

} l

where
r r - r r

r(r) = e T e

The linear "auperoperator" T o *" chronological product orders

the operators f(T) according tr, t.t,e decrease of the "time" Z

from left to right.

Functional 4* depends only ou the variables of electro-

nic subsystem and so it describes the .notion of a single par-

ticle in complicated potential which is a function of "time".

The trace with respect to phonon variables can be easily taken

using the T-products formalism fl4| because of the operators
++

& which enter linearly into the interaction term of Froh-

lich's Hamiltonian. So i t is convenient
this functional with eliminated pnonons.

to study further

3. Variational principle

We use the variational principle \IA[ to calculate the
free energy F;h{ (<S, 5H) since it is impossible to obtain this
quantity direct ly . The variational principle can Tje formulated as

follows. If a functional "to is an approximation to *£" ,

then

- 8
(2)

Taking into account the definition (I) we have an upper

bound to the polaron free energy.

-5-

xO approximate problem we must choose a solvable trans-

y invariant functional "#*„ reflecting symmetry

properties of *^i? . We must also take into account the fact

that the perturbation resulting from electron in crystal acts

on the same electron in later momenta of time.

To overcome these difficulties we can use, following

Peynman [V] , a trial functional "^p corresponding to elec-

tron harmonically interacting with another particle so that

this couple can move freely:

fe - i

( Q, , U are variational parameters). This approximation

will be not adeouate \l2\ to discuss the deep bound 'state.

So the easiest way to generalize (3) is to use a trial func-

tional describing /T. particles harmonically interacting with

electron. It contains 2f\ variational parameters f & >

6J^| and has the following form;

W

Note here that in \j4] as a trial functional was used

a functional with infinitely many variational parameters 0

•=- f Jolt r'fr) +

+iZ V

-6-



where

This functional corresponds to linear model of polaron with

Hamiltonian

The special form of constant

invariance of linear model.

provides translational

4. Trial free energy

Let us calculate the free energy of interaction corre-

sponding to trial functional T , (4) in variational prin-

ciple (2):

2. =

(5)

where

and the definition

was introduced.

is

— 7 —

To calculate the partition function

(6)

we perform the transformation

to the new operators of momenta and coordinates. As a result

we obtain the Hamiltonian

H. - ?
-zsr

With the notation we have

(7)

It is possible to make a canonical transformation p; = \rpjr ,

ii ~ Vft:' Q' > so that

It can easijv '-ie seen from (8) that our trial func-

tional (4) corresponds to the system of ft oscillators har-

monically interacting with electron in translational motion.

The oscillators with masses pr^ located at Q, represent

-R-



intrinsic degrees of freedom and the translational motion

corresponds to collective degree of freedom. Due to the

interaction there is dissipation of energy from the collec-

tive degree of freedom into the oscillators.

m;

Pig.I.

Inserting (7) into (6) and using the iaotropy of Ha-

miltonian (7) we get

1 J ,
(9)

We see that the kinetic-energy operator in (9) is diagonal,

while the potential energy is nondia^onal. It is always pos-

sible to find a transformation of (9) to normal coordinates

in the theory of oscillations, ilormal coordinates are uncoupled

thereby making the Hamiltonian completely separable Into

the independent oscillations, each with a particular normal

frequency.

With the orthogonal canonical transformation^

*) The term b r /Z has been added to the Hamiltonian (9),

P + 5Zaw

(ro)

the Hamiltonian (9) decouples into its normal modes of os-

cillation,

where the normal frequencies of oscillation

mined by the equation

are deter-

(12)

The graphical solutions of equation (12) are presented in

fig. 2.

Fig. 2.
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Figure 2 showa that for values <J; , 0-= «->* < ̂ >%<-

equation (12) has fl + I solutions. These solutions are

nondegenerate normal frequencies 2

W"; lying between every pair of

with one value of

0 = » <ru t< &

Coefficients in transformation (10) have the form

where

C = 0, I, 2,..., A )

are the normalization constants. In the particular case

we have for the operator of coordinate,

r =
(13)

where t\ = I + 5Z W; is the total maJS of whole system

corresponding to a uniform translational motion of the sys-

tem.

Next we get for the partition function (9),

Q =
-3 n

where normal frequencies 13^ / 0 are solutions of equation

(12). Inserting (14) into (6), (5) we find the free energy

corresponding to trial functional (4),

_ 3 9

i-i
(15)

5. Polaron free energy

Notice that

to)to) .
and ri^t (£) is given by (5), where
£ n\; ). As a result we have

C. * f C; (

We define

H
Introducing

and making the Fourier transformation we obtain the follo-

wing expression for L :

-r OC C

p
* 1

(17)

w h e r e Z o i s g i v e n by ( 5 ) and
n

Z, = <T { ea/b (4> * Sol t (is)
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Employing transformations analogous to those used in
we obtain n

c"2

where

rT =
and jfLog ia given by (9).

Let us make the canonical transformation (10). By

Eqs. (II) and (13) we can obtain immediately

(19)

where

I r - «| - ̂  v- /a)

Prom this expression, using (17), (18) we have after the mo
mentum integration that

where

I IT-Cl -

'I Z M

Q
it =

Por the J3t - periodic function

= 3 I ̂ J one
so that ff(a-cc)

The r.h.s. of Eq. (19) can be calculated after the transfor-

mation to Bose creation and destruction operators and making

use of identity

This identity holds for the case when A(-S) is to be a linear

form in Bose-operators and the average stands for the Hamil-

tonian quadratic in Bose-operators.

Performing the limit h •=»• 0 we find

0 O ^

The result for I

(20)
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Gathering together the expressions (!;>), (16), (20)

and inserting them into (I), (2) we find the upper bound

to the polaron free energy

^ 29^1

Linear system consisting of t\ equations

= - i ( i = i, 2,..., n )

has the solutions

Inserting (22) into (21) and minimizing r {W; , 1»>; ̂

( I = I, 2,..., n ) we can obtain the upper bound to free

energy in closed form.

In the limit of low temperatures 0-»O(IJ-*o=> )

the resulting upper bound to the ground-state energy is

(23)

-15-

where ffi; are given by (22) as before.

The expressions (21), '71) to be applicable to the who-

le range of coupling constant, oi and this differs essenti-

ally from other theories \jbi 16J , This is especially im-

portant in view of the strong experimental evidence that re-

al polaronic systems represent the intermediate coupling

case of oi. «J 5.

6. Weak coupling and low temperatures

The upper bounds to the free energy and ground-state

energy (21), (23) for Frohlich's polaron unfortunately can

not be performed in closed form. A numerical calculation

is required in order to evaluate r and u o . It is pos-

sible to obtain an approximate expressions in some limiting

cases, for example for d •*• 0.

To calculate the polaron ground-state energy up to the

order cL for weak coupling, we can put to; = (I + *J*i )•

Substituting (22) into (23) and taking only terms of the order

o(_ and oC into account it is straightforward to obtain,

where
^

P l

With the notation ^~ i* o a n ^ e easily seen that

(24)

By minimizing to with respect to 2 t\ variational

parameters f f;,"ij ( *• = I. 2.---, H ) we get the syste

-16-



of equations for extremum point

(25.a)

.b)

Linear system (25.a) has the solutions

In this case the expression (24) becomes

(26)

Inserting 8j into (26) we finally obtain the upper bound

to the polaron ground-state .-~~gj

£ 0,0, (27)

where

This upper bound v/aa calculated as a result o: the approxi-

mation of the Prohlich's polaron by a system of n oscilla-

tors harmonically interacting with electron. To obtain nume-

rical expressions for up^er bounds we must minimize (27) with

respect to W ; . Unfortunately it cannot be done in the general

case.

-1T-

Conslcler the opper bound3 to the polaron ground-
state energy resulting from (27) in the oases of fl = I,

2, 3

Jj'or tl = I we have

For 6J£ = 3 we get well known result \J), I4J for the pola-

ron ground-state energy:

•ja = - o d - 0.0i22<i5-t

For H. = 2 we obtain frô i equation (27) (O<

that

E. e - ̂ -

(23)

(29)

where

If ws subsequently put

"" **•* 1 >

(30)

1- zut

then expression (29) can be transformed into

-18-



Varying J-(u± , UtJ with respect to Uj_

following system of coupled equations:

and UK we get the

Solutions of the first equation are UL = 1 , - 1 -VT. Ob-

viously only UL =(3T- I, Ut = 0 V 6 satisfies the con-

ditions 0 < tJ£ < Ui^ , By returning to old definitions we

have CJ>£ = 2, 6Ja = 6 + 4lfT for the extremum point. Fi-

nally the upper bound to the polaron ground-state energy has

the following form

In c Y"^ . n

= - oi - O.OI25836 1% .

The same approach to investigate the polaron ground-

state energy was made by Abe and Okamoto \j-2~] . In the path-

integral formulation of the polaron problem they developed

the calculation with a three coupled particle model trial

action to obtain the upper bound (29), (30) to the polaron

ground-state energy. Sy minimizing £. numerically with res-

pect to ti± and ti2 they found

E . ^ - cL - O.0I2583I8 <=LZ

for i

For

the form

= 2 = 12,9., t ,9
IX = 3 the upper bound to ground-state energy has

where

-19-

Minimum of the r.h.s. of Eq. (3D has be-en found numerically:

E o -55 - od - O.OI25964 <^ 9

for ^ = 1.69, O l = 6.4, Uj = 47 and only 0.011$ is dif-

ferent compared to the result of Saitoh [_I3̂  » which is be-

lieved to be the best upper bound available in path-integral

variational method.
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